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Outline

• フィードバック機構とは？  (by MS, SNe, AGN, …) 

• Effects on Cosmological Quantities 

• Effects on Galaxy Statistics

• Downsizing, Galaxy Morphologies, Elliptical Gals.

• Conclusions



フィードバック機構とは？

•エネルギー(光、物質）が放出され、その後の系の
進化に影響を与えること。

• What,  Who,  Where,  When,  Why,  How ? 

• Who?：超新星、SMBH (AGN)、大質量星(MS)

• Where? :  galaxy,  star-forming region,  black hole 

• When,  Why,  How?

（銀河形成における）



http://www.roe.ac.uk
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Fig. 7. – Evolution of the density of luminous quasars based on the SDSS and 2dF surveys. The
strong decline of quasar number density suggests the quasar/AGN population is not likely to
provide enough UV photons to ionize the Universe at z > 6.

Fig. 8. – The volume-averaged neutral fraction of the IGM vs. redshift using various techniques.
The dashed line shows the fiducial model of Gnedin [39] with late reionization at z = 6–7, the
solid line shows an idealized model with double reionization as described in [40], and the dotted
line illustrates the model with early reionization at z ∼ 14.
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(⌦M ,⌦⇤,⌦b, h,�8, ns) ⇡ (0.3, 0.7, 0.04, 0.7, 0.8, 0.96)

``Concordance ΛCDM model ”
WMAP, Planck:

SN Ia

Understand
• Reionization process
• Galaxy Formation

• statistics (LF, MF)
• SFRD, SMD
• Mass-metallicity       

(Fund. Plane?)
• Gas fractions
• …

neutral fraction

http://www.roe.ac.uk


Prevalence of Galactic Wind Feedback

Purple:  Hα+NII

Blue: HST, optical
M82 NGC3079

Blue:  Chandra (X-ray)
Red Green:  HST (optical)

-- Pollution of Intergalactic Medium by metals



Supernova(SN) Feedback

• Source of radiation, metals, 
cosmic rays

• Etot~1051 erg (mostly to “ν”)

• —> Efb~1049 erg, —> Ek, Eth

• Outflows, Suppression of SF

Crab Nebula — SN 1054  (NASA, ESA)

mesh codes
SPH

(White & Rees 78; Dekel & Silk ’86)

Vw • Kinetic energy & momentum
• Thermal energy
• Type I, II



Computational Cosmology
Self-consistent galaxy formation scenario 
from first principles (as much as possible)

z~1100

Initial conditions
z=10

z=3
Cosmological params, 

Dark energy, Dark matter,  
Baryons  

(+expanding universe)

Radiative

cooling/heating,

Star formation,

 & Feedback

z=100

z=0

Gravity + Hydrodynamics



EAGLE sim:  
Schaye+ ‘15

100 cMpc
z=0

T < 104.5 K (blue)

104.5 K < T < 105.5 K 
(green)

T > 105.5 K (red) 



Cosmic Star Formation History
EAGLE sim:  Schaye+ ‘15

No SN feedback

With SN feedback

No metal cooling

Too many stars are produced without SN FB.



Temperature Metallicity



“Energy-driven”  vs.  “Momentum-driven”

ṀW = �Ṁ�,

Energy-driven:

Momentum-driven:

� =
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�0 � 300 km s�1
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ṀW V 2

W � ĖSN � SFR

VW � Vesc � �gal

ṀW VW � Ṗrad � SFR

Radiation pressure from massive stars 
and SNe is applied to the dust 

particles, which entrains the wind

Higher mass-loading factor for lower mass galaxies. Murray+ ’05

� : mass-loading factor

Galactic Wind (Kinetic) Feedback
Need to specify Ṁw and Vw



Choi & KN ’10

Impact of Momentum-driven Wind on IGM
2584 J.-H. Choi and K. Nagamine

Figure 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but for the projected internal energy (
!

udz): CW, NW, ME, 1.5ME, EE and 1.5MM runs from the top left-hand panel to bottom
right-hand panel. The IGM temperature is significantly higher on much larger scales in the CW run (top left-hand panel) than in the other runs. The MVV runs
hardly heat the IGM on large scales.

Figure 4. Same as in Fig. 2, but for the projected metallicity (
!

Z dz): CW, NW, ME, 1.5ME, EE and 1.5MM runs from the top left-hand panel to bottom
right-hand panel. The metals are spread over much broader regions in the CW run than in the other runs. The MVV runs also spread a significant amount of
metals over the IGM, while the NW run (top middle panel) hardly spreads metals.

C⃝ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 410, 2579–2592
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Projected metal densityTemperature

10 Mpc/h

Energy-driven wind 
(constant Vw)

Momentum-driven



UV LFs at z=4-8:  Obs vs. Sim

(cf., Dunlop+, Ellis+, Finkelstein+, McLure+, Oesch+, Ouchi+, Schenker+, Trenti+, etc.)

(Bouwens+ ’14)

Simulations DM halo MF + M/L evol.

Steepening of the faint-end slope 
towards high-z even to α≲-2

HUDF09+HUDF12, ERS, CANDELS, BORG/HIPPIES

α=-1.64 (z=4)

α=-2.06 (z=6)

dα/dz= -0.13

dα/dz= -0.17



SFR fcn w/ H2-SF model
H2-BASED STAR FORMATION MODEL, z ≥ 6 LUMINOSITY FUNCTION, & REIONIZTION 5

Figure 3. SFRF of simulated galaxies at z = 6, 7,&8, shown as red triangles, blue circles and green squares, respectively. The observational
estimates (Smit et al. 2012) are shown by filled cyan diamonds. Solid red, blue and green lines represent the best-fit Schechter+ functions
(Equation 2) to the simulation data.

Figure 4. SFRD obtained from the integration of SFRF for
both H2 and Fiducial runs with SFR limits of log(SFR) = −0.10
(solid/dashed red line) and log(SFR) = −1.0 (solid/dashed green
crossed line). Observations from Bouwens et al. (2012b) are rep-
resented by the black squares and recent z = 8 observations from
Oesch et al. (2012) by a blue diamond. The open black squares
and open blue diamond show the same observed points adjusted for
a Chabrier IMF. The SFRD required to maintain IGM ionization
(Equation 3) is shown by the shaded gray area for 7 ≤ C/fesc ≤ 50.
The blue dot-dashed line represents an updated estimation of the
critical SFRD by Shull et al. (2012).

limit of log(SFRlim) = −1.0, shows that the total SFRD
in our simulations is significantly higher than what is
currently observed. This is consistent with our previous
findings (Choi & Nagamine 2012; Jaacks et al. 2012a).
The reduction of SFRD at z ≥ 6 is also consistent with
findings by Krumholz et al. (2009); Gnedin & Kravtsov
(2010), and Kuhlen et al. (2012), who show that H2-
SF model reduces high-z SFRD due to metallicity effect
(Thompson et al. 2013). However the degree of reduc-
tion may still be different among different simulations
and models.
To determine whether or not our simulated galaxy pop-

ulation is sufficient to maintain reionization, we utilize
the theoretical prescription presented in Madau et al.
(1999), which quantifies the minimum SFRD required
to keep the intergalactic medium (IGM) ionized (shaded
gray contour):

ρ̇⋆ ≈ 2× 10−3

!

C

fesc

"!

1 + z

10

"3

[M⊙ yr−1Mpc−3]. (3)

This depends on redshift and the ratio of IGM clumping
factor (C) and escape fraction (fesc) of ionizing photons
from galaxies. Given that the exact values of both C and
fesc are still debated and uncertain, we show a wide range
of 7 ≤ C/fesc ≤ 50 (grey shade in Figure 4) which are
consistent with works by Iliev et al. (2006); Pawlik et al.
(2009); Finlator et al. (2012); Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère
(2012).
We also include an updated estimation of the critical

SFRD by Shull et al. (2012, blue dot-dashed line) which
includes considerations for the Ly-continuum production
rates and the temperature scaling of the recombination
rate coefficient. Their calculation uses a fiducial value of
C/fesc = 15.
Figure 4 reinforces our previous arguments (Jaacks

et al. 2012a) that the abundant, low-luminosity galax-
ies, which are currently beyond the detection threshold of
HST, dominate the total SFRD at z ≥ 6. When this pop-
ulation is considered, there is sufficient amount of ioniz-
ing photons available to maintain ionization by z = 6−7
for a reasonable value of C/fesc.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Using GADGET-3 cosmological SPH simulations
equipped with a H2-SF model, we examined UV LF,
SFRF and the contribution of low-luminosity galaxies to
the total SFRD at z ≥ 6 . Our major conclusions are as
follows.

• We find that, at Muv ! −18, the H2-based SF
model does not change the faint-end slope from
our Fiducial runs with α < −2.00 at z ≥ 6

4 Jaacks, Thompson, & Nagamine

Figure 2. Redshift evolution of Schechter+ parameters for both
our simulated LF (red squares) and simulated SFRF (blue dia-
monds) at z = 6, 7, & 8, shown with 1σ error bars. The SFRF β
value is offset by ∆z = 0.1 for readability. The horizontal dash-
dotted line in the top panel represents the approximate JWST

observable limit (Muv ≈ −16).

whereas our halo mass function in N400L10 run agrees
very well with Sheth & Tormen (1999) down to 108M⊙,
as we showed in Figure 17 of Jaacks et al. (2012a). This
corroborates our suspicion that the main difference in the
two results is coming from the difference in the number
of low-mass halos in the two simulations. We also dis-
cuss the other possibility of difference in metal diffusion
in Section 4.
In Figure 2, we summarize the redshift evolution of

best-fit Schechter+ parameters. We see that M t
uv be-

comes dimmer and the power-law slope α − β of Φ(L)
becomes shallower with decreasing redshift. These re-
sults support the current paradigm of hierarchical struc-
ture formation: as the smaller objects form first and later
merge to form larger systems, the number of dim object
decreases, and the LF becomes flatter at the faintest end.
Since the predicted M t

uv occurs at Muv < −16 at z = 7
& 8, this feature should be observable by future missions
such as James Webb Space Telescope (JWST ).

3.2. Star Formation Rate Function (SFRF)

A recent work by Smit et al. (2012) presented the ob-
served SFRF from dust-corrected UV LF by converting
LUV into SFR using the Kennicutt (1998) conversion.
The SFRD is then easily obtained by integrating the
Schechter-like fit to the SFRF down to a certain lower
limit, culminating in the commonly used Lilly-Madau
diagram (Lilly et al. 1996; Madau et al. 1996). Compar-
ing the SFRF of our simulated galaxies to the observed
results is an excellent test of our SF model, since SFR is
one of the most basic outputs of our simulations. It is
also a more intrinsic comparison for us as it does not re-
quire any assumptions on our part regarding the amount
of extinction in our simulated galaxies as this correction
is included in the observational estimates.
Figure 3 shows the SFRF of simulated galaxies at

z = 6, 7, 8 (red triangles, blue circles and green squares,
respectively). We find good agreement with the observed
results (Smit et al. 2012, cyan diamonds), especially at
z = 7. Deviation at low-SFR end of z = 6 is expected,
given a similar deviation in the LF at the low-end shown
in Jaacks et al. (2012a,b). This deviation could either
indicate that our simulation is still overproducing stars
at z = 6, or it could also be due to uncertainties in the
faint-end observations (i.e., missed faint galaxies) and/or
assumptions regarding extinction.
The SFRF has a similar functional form as the LF,

therefore we utilize the same Schechter+ function to fit
it: φ(SFR) ≡ dn/d log(SFR) = ln(10)SFR Φ(SFR), and

φ(SFR) = ln(10)φ∗

!
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!
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SFRt

"β
$−1

, (2)

where φ∗, SFR∗ and α are the usual Schechter parame-
ters as in Equation (1); SFRt is the location of the second
turnover, and β is related to the low-SFR end power-law
slope which is proportional to (1+α−β) at SFR ≪ SFRt.
The best-fit results to all five parameters are shown in
Figure 3 with solid lines. Similarly to the rest-frame UV
LF, the right-most panel shows the increase in normal-
ization and brightening of SFRt clearly from z = 8 to
z = 6.

3.3. SFRD and Reionization

Having a continuous representation of the SFRF allows
for easy integration and acquisition of the SFRD at each
redshift. In Figure 4 we show the results of this integra-
tion (red solid and green lines) plotted against observa-
tional results by Bouwens et al. (2011, black squares) and
Oesch et al. (2012, blue diamond). The red solid line rep-
resents an integration down to log(SFRlim[M⊙yr−1]) =
0.0, which is approximately consistent with the lowest
SFR value of the observational data. The green solid
crossed line is the SFRD value when integrated down to
log(SFRlim) ≈ −1.0. This value is chosen to be consis-
tent with a galaxy stellar mass Ms = 107M⊙ via the Ms-
SFR relationship found in our simulations (SFR∝ M1.0

s ).
The mass of Ms = 107M⊙ also represents the minimum
galaxy resolution of the N400L10 run (∼100 star parti-
cles). The solid observational data points were obtained
assuming the Salpeter IMF, therefore we also show the
same data points corrected for the Chabrier IMF with
open symbols by applying a simple factor (see Section
3.2.1 of Thompson et al. 2013). Our conclusions are not
affected by the change in the IMF.
Figure 4 demonstrates that, when integrated down to

a minimum SFR (log(SFRlim) = −0.10), the H2 run
agrees very well with the Fiducial run and observational
estimates. This is expected, since the H2-SF model did
not affect the number density of objects within the ob-
served range of Muv ! −18 (Figure 1). We note that the
observed points were calculated by integrating the UV
LF to a limiting Muv ∼ −17.74 Bouwens et al. (2012b),
which corresponds to log(SFR) ≈ −0.10 when converted
via Kennicutt (1998) relation.
The green crossed line, representing the integration

Modified Schechter SFR fcn:

Agrees well with current obs constraints at z=6 & 7 (Smit+ ’12). 

SFR fcn provides more direct comparison btw sim & obs.

Jaacks, Thompson, KN ’13Previous pressure-SF model

H2-SF



CGM baryon budget

• HST COS.  44 quasar 
spectra 

• multiphase CGM in L* gal 
(r<160kpc)

• CLOUDY modelling

• More sophisticated models 
of stellar FB is needed.

14-24%

>5%
25-45%

2-6%

Total: 45-100% of 
cosmic fraction

Werk+ ‘14

(Circum-galactic Medium)

Multi-phase CGM in high-z galaxies



Stellar Feedback

• stellar winds from young stars (“early” FB)

• radiation pressure

• dust absorption of UV —> IR emission

• photo-ionization + photo-electric heating         
(alters future heating/cooilng rates)

Hopkins+ ’13

(in addition to SN feedback)



Galaxy Merger Simulations (Springel+ ’05, …, Hopkins+’13)

Hopkins+ ’13

Stellar Feedback:  
radiation pressure, direct 
momentum (stellar wind), 
photoionization heating

Resolution: 
mp≲1000M⦿,  ε~3pc

(GADGET SPH)

But, this is not in 
cosmological context.



Stellar Feedback in Zoom-in Sim

Hopkins+’13;  Muratov+ ’14

(Cosmological Initial Condition)

• Star formation is episodic.

• Outflows sweep up CGM.

Inflow



Stellar Feedback in Zoom-in Sim

Hopkins+’13;  Muratov+ ’14

Mass Loading Factor : η

(≈ Momentum-driven)

Wind Velocity



Circum-galactic medium (CGM) 
(probed by quasar absorption lines)

proper 
500 kpc/h

z=2.8  Eris2 zoom-in simulation (Shen+ ’13)



Romano-Diaz+ ‘11
z=10.2

z=6.3
Yajima+ ‘14

resolution ~ 30 pc (proper)

Massive disk gal already at z~10
Mtot ∼ 1.1 × 1010 h−1 M⊙ 

total disk mass is ∼2.9 × 109 h−1 M⊙ 

Mstar,disk ~ 8 × 108 h−1 M⊙ 

Mgas ∼ 4.8 × 1010 M⊙ 

Mdust/Mmetal = 0.4,     i.e. Mdust = 0.008 Mgas (Z/Z⊙ ) 

Mstar ∼ 4.1 × 1010 M⊙ 
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Figure 2. Escape fraction as a function of halo mass at z = 3−6
for the N144L10 Fiducial UVB run. Different colors are used for
different redshifts (red: z = 3, blue: z = 5, green: z = 6). The
triangles in the bottom right panel show the mean values in each
mass bin with 1-σ error bars. The data points with log fesc < −2.5
are shown at log fesc = −2.5 for plotting purposes.

the fesc of high-mass haloes with Mh > 1010M⊙ clearly de-
creases with redshift (blue open circles), and that of the low-
mass haloes does not change largely. On the other hand, our
results and Gnedin et al. (2008) indicate that fesc of high-
mass haloes with Mh > 1010M⊙ does not change largely
with redshift. For low-mass haloes with Mh < 1010M⊙, it
seems that fesc is increasing slightly with decreasing redshift
in our simulations. This might be due to the increasing cos-
mic SFR density and increasing UVB intensity from z = 6
to z = 3. Indeed, if we calculate the radiative transfer with-
out the contribution of UVB in Eq. (2) for the Fiducial run
at z = 3 with the same gas and stellar distribution, fesc
decreases by ∼ 10− 20 per cent. In addition, the mass frac-
tion of gas with log nH > 0.6 within haloes increases with
increasing redshift, which leads to lower escape fraction due
to higher recombination rate.

Figure 4 shows the probability distribution function
(PDF) of star particles as a function of fesc in haloes with
Mh ! 1011M⊙ (top panel) and Mh > 1011M⊙ (bottom
panel). The probability is defined by P (fesc) = Nstar(fesc ∼
fesc + ∆fesc)/(Nstar,total∆fesc), where Nstar is the number
of star particles that have the value of fesc, Nstar,total is the
total number of source star particles, and ∆fesc is the bin
width. The figure shows that the lower mass haloes have a
longer tail towards higher values of fesc. Since the ionization
structure in low-mass haloes shows conical regions of highly
ionized gas, ionizing photons can escape easily through these
ionized cones, but not through other angular directions cov-
ered by highly neutral gas. This allows for some star particles
in lower mass haloes to have high fesc. On the other hand,
the higher mass haloes show very complex and clumpy dis-
tribution of highly neutral gas, therefore it is more difficult

Figure 3. Mean escape fraction in each mass bin of Fig. 2 as
a function of redshift. Different symbols indicate different halo
mass ranges (filled circles: 108.75 − 109.25M⊙, stars: 109.25 −

109.75M⊙, filled triangles: 109.75 − 1010.25M⊙, open squares:
1010.25 − 1010.75M⊙, crosses: 1010.75 − 1011.25M⊙, open trian-
gles: 1011.25 −1011.75M⊙, and open circle: 1011.75 −1012.25M⊙).
The green open circles are for a relatively massive halo (Mtotal =
4 × 1011M⊙ at z = 3) examined by Gnedin et al. (2008), which
is to be compared with our open triangles. The red open circles
are for a similarly massive halo (Mh ∼ 1011M⊙) in the S33 run
of Razoumov & Sommer-Larsen (2010), which is to be compared
with our crosses.

for the ionizing photons to escape, and there are no star par-
ticles with fesc > 0.6. Thus the PDF for higher mass haloes
is concentrated at fesc < 0.1.

We also find that there is a large dispersion in fesc
for the low-mass haloes with Mh ! 1011M⊙. This result
may explain some of the recent observations. For example,
Shapley et al. (2006) and Iwata et al. (2009) detected ion-
izing radiation from high-z galaxies, with a detection rate
of about 10 per cent. The detected galaxies show extremely
high fesc (∼ 100 per cent). Our results do not show such
high values of fesc, however the fesc derived by Shapley et al.
(2006) and Iwata et al. (2009) are estimated from the flux
ratio at the Lyman limit and UV continuum. Recently Inoue
(2010) pointed out that the nebulae emission lines can boost
the above flux ratio, leading to a very high fesc with an as-
sumption that the fesc of nebular and stellar emission is a
few tens of per cent.

In our simulation sample, about 10 per cent show high
fesc (> 0.4). These galaxies may corresponding to the re-
cently observed objects with very high fesc. Furthermore,
Iwata et al. (2009) showed that fesc decreases with increas-
ing UV flux. In our simulations, SFR is positively correlated
with halo mass, therefore our result of decreasing fesc with
increasing halo mass is consistent with that of Iwata et al.
(2009).

c⃝ 2008 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13

Escape Fraction of Ionizing Photons

Yajima, Choi, KN ’11

Yajima+ ’14



Elliptical Galaxies,
Downsizing, 
& Feedback



Two-phase Formation 
& Downsizing

Naab+’12;  Oser+’14：zoom-in cosmo hydro sim
7.0 × 1011–1.3 × 1012 M⊙ h−1 

4.5 × 1012–2.7 × 1013 M⊙ h−1 

late in-situ SF

Formed at high-z outside,  
but accreted later on.

In-situ SF dominant @ high-z

A
G

E 
[G

yr
]

A
G

E 
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log (R/Rvir)

Massive

Low-
mass



http://www.illustris-project.org/



10 cMpc volume;  w/ AGN feedback (quasar + radio mode)



Stellar Light Gas Density

Formation of massive elliptical, “red & dead” gal.





Which is the true HUDF observation?



Conclusions, Keywords & Future

• `Feedback’ continues to be the focus of galaxy formation & 
evolution. 

• “Early Feedback” from young stars: rad pressure, momentum, 
thermal energy, photoionization, 

• Dust!  (couple w/ radiation)  

• Morphology, Downsizing.   Color bimodality? 

• Orientation effect;  Escape Fraction;  Reionization 

• AGN FB, gal-SMBH co-evolution.


